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WHY HELLO THERE!

TATTIFY

Thanks for wanting to submit your design to Tattify! This Submission Kit is
here so the process can be as quick and painless as possible.
You’ve got a lot of freedom when creating your design. Paint it, draw it, or
create it entirely on S
theKcomputer!
I N Hell,
A RifTyou can think of other ways that
would make a good tattoo, we’re open to see them!
However, like most things in life, there are some rules. The design you send
must be print ready. Make sure your art is scanned in at high resolution
(300dpi) if your design was done by hand. Photographing it is not
recommended - sometimes things show up a bit funky this way. Remember
that you may have to touch up your work once scanned in.
If your design is digitally done, perfect! All you need to do is make sure it’s
saved out in high quality. Make sure you’re using a program that will allow you
to save your work as a .jpg, .gif, or a .png file. Digital programs like this
include Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash and many others. Ultimately, you’ll
be using Photoshop to place your artwork then send that file back to us.
If you’re designing for nails, you need to use the nail template. More detailed
instructions are located on Nails Template page that follows.
Once your artwork is finished and ready for upload, go to tattify.com/submit.
This is where you’ll attach your files, name your tat / nail design (which is
subject to change), and give us your artist information. Make sure you choose
the correct box for the type of design you’re uploading. If you choose ‘nails’
or ‘both’, be sure to upload the nail template with your original file as well.
Best of luck. And have fun!
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THE RECIPE FOR A GOOD DESIGN

TATTIFY

1. Does it suit the Tattify audience? Compare your design to the
others for sale on our site.
2. Is your design too similar to another we already have?

I N / Afeedback
R T given to help you better
3. Did you listenStoKcritiques
your design?
4. If you’re designing nails, have you considered the size of
them? Remember, they’re itty bitty compared to a tattoo.
5. Have you saved out your image in a high quality format?
6. Have you used the template?
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SNAIL
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1. Place your design inside the nails to your desired placement.
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2. We ask that you fill the entire set of nails. It can be one pattern all the
way across, or feel free to mix and match. Just have it be cohesive. (If you
have more than 1 nail design to submit, simply add more layers)!
3. Make sure you’re S
“placing”
your artwork
into the Photoshop file. Meaning,
K
I
N
A
R
T
once you have our file open, drag the physical artwork file into it. We don’t
want a raster file, we need the real deal. For scalability reasons, ya know?
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1. Place your artwork in the Photoshop file located in the zip folder. The largest
that we print is 7in x 7in. That is what the box measures. So fill ‘er up! (If you
have more than 1 tattoo design to submit, simply add more layers)!
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2. Make sure you’re “placing” your artwork into the Photoshop file. Meaning,
once you have our file open, drag the physical artwork file into it. We don’t
want a raster file, we
S need
K I the
N realAdeal.
R TFor scalability reasons, ya know?
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